
Economic Incentives and Human
Relations

By William Foote Whyte

Ho w can a system of economic incentives
be made to pay off in higher produc-
tivity?

Executives, personnel men, and industrial
engineers are coming increasingly to recognize
that money is not the sole answer to the prob-
lem of worker motivation.^ As the economic
man theory is discarded, there may be a tend-
ency to go to the other extreme, to assume
that human relations is the thing, that money
hardly counts at all.

Many people are arguing the question today:
Which is more important to workers, economic
incentives or human relations? In that form
the question is meaningless and unanswerable.
Men are interested in money. They are also
concerned about their relations with other men.
OfEer them a financial reward for behavior that
damages their relations with other men, and
you can hardly expect them to respond with en-
thusiasm.

The issue then is not: economic incentives
or human relations. The problem is to fit eco-
nomic incentives and human relations effec-
tively together, to integrate them. In other
words, the pulling power of the money reward
VV ill be strongly affected by the pattem of human
relations into which it is introduced.

Human Relations in Rate Administration
The problems of applying incentive rates in

any complex factory are so many and difficult
AUTHOR'S NOTE: For helpful criticisms and suggestions on

this article, I am indebted to my colleagues in the New
York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at
Cornell University, Paul Gordon and Leonard Sayles.

that we cannot weigh the effect of economic in-
centives without giving serious consideration to
problems of administering the incentive system.
A review of some of the common problems in
this area will show that practically every rate-
setting problem has an important human rela-
tions aspect.

How are rates set in the first place? It is now
well recognized that rate setting at best is a
combination of some measurement and some
judgment or guesswork. Where judgment en-
ters in, we are necessarily looking at the rela-
tions among people.

We are all familiar with the allowances for
fatigue and personal time that are estimated
for incentive jobs, and we recognize that these
are based more on traditional concepts than on
any scientific standards.

When we consider allowances for percentage
of efficiency of the operator who is being meas-
ured, we run into more serious difficulty. In
many plants such allowances are made. The
time-and-motion-study man observes a worker
for a period of time. He checks the amount of
production and the time spent, but then he
asks himself: Is this worker producing at about
the average speed that should be expected of a
man on this job? Perhaps the time-and-motion-
study man concludes that the worker is not try-
ing as hard as he should, or is even deliber-
ately holding back, and accordingly estimates
an efficiency of 80% or 90%. The rate will

^F. J. Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson with their Man-
agement and the Worker (Cambridge, Massachusetts, Har-
vard University Press, 1939) have provided the classic study
which, among other things, lays low economic man.
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then be set not on what the worker has actually
produced but on the basis of what he should
have produced had he been working at loofc-

In one plant I studied, the workers were
convinced that management never rated their
time-study performance at ioo% but was always
making allowances that xvould justify an expec-
tation of higher performance. In still another
plant covered in an unpublished study by Don-
ald Roy, the workers firmly believed that it was
impossible to make a bonus on a job unless they
had been timed on that job at slower feeds and
speeds than they would be able to use after the
rate was set.

Where these beliefs prevail, the workers make
every possible effort to slow down and add un-
necessary motions while they are being studied.
The rate setters who know that the workers are
trying to fool them must then seek to make an
allowance for the amount that they are being
fooled. The question then is: Can the worker
fool the time-study man more than he thinks
he is being fooled? Or as the workers in one
plant put it, "You've got to screw him, or he'll
screw you."

This problem of allowances for efficiency
would be serious enough even if the time-and-
motion-study people had unlimited time in
which to make their studies. In practice we
usually find that, while there may be certain
jobs which will be run for a long period and
thus afford the time-and-motion-study men am-
ple opportunity to make their studies, there are
many jobs which involve such short runs that
extensive studies are too costly to undertake,
as well as not being feasible in the time allowed.
Rates set for such jobs are particularly likely
to be subject to the distortions of worker efforts
to fool the rate setter and rate-setter efforts to
compensate for the fooling process.

Problem of Rate Changes
The problem of rate changing must be recog-

nized as a very real one and not simply the
result of worker misunderstandings.

Workers expect management to revise up-
ward a rate that has been proved to be too tight.
Can managers similarly expect workers to ac-
cept the downward adjustment in a rate that
has been set too loose? The Supervisor's Guide
to General Electric Job Information is interest-
ing on this point. Note the following para-
graphs:

"The fact that rate setters sometimes have been
wrong and rates have had to be cut should be faced
squarely by the supervisors.

"No rate setter is perfect. However, it must be
pointed out that these occasional mistakes are
made on the up side as well as on the down side.
No employee thinks it is wrong to adjust a rate
upward when a mistake on the down side has been
made.

"There should be just as fair recognition of the
necessity and right to make a downward adjust-
ment in a rate as an upward adjustment." [p. 51]

This statement has an eminently fair and rea-
sonable sound. It certainly seems just as fair to
change rates set too high as it is to change rates
set too low. But in practice how does manage-
ment discover that a "mistake" has been made
in rate setting? Workers have the impression
that this discovery will take place only if they
turn out exceptionally high earnings on the
job. In fact, I know of cases where the indus-
trial engineers were under intsructions to take
a new look at any job showing earnings over a
certain figure. As to whether rate changes were
then put into effect the record is not clear, but
the regular appearance of these incentive en-
gineers to check unusually high earnings could
hardly have failed to create the impression that
it was dangerous to go beyond a certain quota.

If we move from possible "mistakes" in the
rate-setting process to consider changes in job
methods and content, the picture becomes still
more complicated. Most union contracts pro-
vide for changes in rates based on changes in
job methods and/or content. But we usually
find the qualifying adjective of "substantial"
or "major" describing the change. It seems
generally agreed that management should not
be allowed to change a rate on the basis of a
trivial change in the job. If this were allowed,
then management could make some trifling
change in any job as an excuse for setting a new
rate. In fact, I have heard workers in some
plants charge that this was exactly the excuse
that management manufactured and used.

If we pass over a few cases of sharp practice
where changes seem clearly to be introduced
in order to justify rate cutting, we still come
face to face with major questions of judgment.
When does a change become a "major" or a
"substantial" change? It is obvious that two
men of equal goodwill and sincerity can hold
different opinions on this point for many cases.
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There is the further troublesome problem of
a series of minor changes. It often happens
in industry that a job will be modified step by
step over a period of months or even years. No
single change in itself would qualify as "major"
or "substantial," and yet the sum total of these
modifications might change a rate that was
average in earnings to one that was very loose.
At what point in the series of minor changes
should management be allowed to intervene
with a new rate?

Even if all parties agree that the change in
the job is so substantial that a new rate must
be set, the problem is still far from a solution.
Let us assume that the old job was yielding
incentive earnings of 50% over base pay. Let
us assume that the average earnings figure on
other incentive jobs is only 30% above base.
In setting the new rate for this group of work-
ers, should the rate setter aim at a 30% or a
50% bonus?

The workers on the job and their union offi-
cers will naturally argue that the new rate
should provide earnings equivalent to those
under the old one. The management may well
feel that the old rate was out of line with the
general plant picture and that earnings on the
new rate of 30^ above base are quite adequate.
So even if we assume that the rate setter would
be able to predict accurately the earnings possi-
bilities of the job — and we have seen how
risky this assumption is — there is no easy an-
swer to the question of what earnings he should
aim to make possible.

Worker Sentiment and Rate Acceptance

If X argues that a certain desk is three feet
long and Y argues that it is four feet long, it is
a simple matter to test the statement of each by
the operation of measurement with a ruler.
We can then tell whether X or Y is correct or
by how much each of them is in error. We can
do this because the question is purely a factual
one and the operation for determining the an-
swer is one that is universally accepted in our
culture. We recognize that it is futile to argue
such differences of opinion when the measuring
operation provides the answer.

Some incentive engineers wish that people
would accept their measuring operations in the
same way. But more sophisticated engineers.

and others who are familiar with these prob-
lems, recognize that the operation of measur-
ing the length of a desk and the operation of
measuring work performance for rate setting
present drastically different problems. In the
rate-setting case, we operate with a ruler that is
flexibly adjusted to a variety of allowances, and
we find little agreement as to what this ruler is
and how it shall be used. At almost every point
in the rate-setting process, we come upon ele-
ments of personal judgment that cannot be dis-
guised as simple questions of fact.

This does not mean that the labor-manage-
ment conflict on rates is insoluble. We need
not conclude that judgments and opinions can
never be accepted as a basis for people's working
together. In fact, in any sort of organization
people n^ust learn to adjust themselves to the
opinions and judgments of others. We must
ask, however, under what conditions the judg-
ments of one party in labor-management rela-
tions will be accorded reasonable acceptance by
the other party.

If we put the problem in this way, it becomes
clear that conflict over incentives cannot be
resolved simply through better training and
skill in the rate-setting process. The elements
of judgment are so large that, where there is
mistrust between the parties, it inevitably fol-
lows that the union officers and workers will
not accept rates set by management as having
been figured in good faith.

It is unrealistic to expect a condition of such
skill on the part of rate setters and such mutual
trust that all of the rates set by management
will be accepted as reasonable by the workers.
But unless there is a widespread feeling through
the plant that most of the rates are fair, we can-
not expect the workers to go out and produce
at anything approximating their abilities. When
they distrust management, they will hold back
at a certain safe quota point on loose rates, and
they will hold back much further on tight rates
in order to fight against management for a
change in rates.

Worker response to the incentive system thus
depends not only upon the actual financial
rewards but upon the setting of interpersonal
sentiments in which these rewards are offered.
Where mistrust between the parties persists,
worker response to financial incentive will be
halfhearted.
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Illustrative Cases
The relationship between worker-manage-

ment sentiments and response to the incentive
system may be illustrated from an actual case,*
the main points of which can be briefly sum-
marized as follows:

The case came up at a time of intense antago-
nism between management and union in the In-
land Steel Container Company's Chicago plant.

It involved a grievance concerning a change in
rates on two jobs on a particular punch press.
This punch press blanked out covers from sheets
of steel to be used on the pail line. When the job
was first run, there was a tendency for the cover
pieces to stick to the machine; the operator then
had to tap them loose, which slowed up the machine
considerably. One of the workers on the job con-
nected an air hose to a compressed-air connection
so that the hose would blow air upon the covers
from above to push them loose onto an inclined
plane out of the machine.

This change had been in effect for some time
without any change in rates when a time-study
man observed it and consulted the operator about
it. The time-study man reported the matter to the
engineering department, which installed a metal
pipe to blow air on the underside of the punch
press. Management claimed that this was a major
improvement in machine and method justifying a
revision in the piecework rate, and the price was
thereby reduced by g cents a thousand pieces on
one job and by 11 cents a thousand pieces on an-
other. The worker in question and all the union
people were incensed at this change. One of them
said, "They held us up on that just as if they had
stuck a gun at us. That's what I thought then and
I still think so."

The union officers charged that management
had cut the rate on a punch press job in violation
of the contract. They seized upon this grievance
as representing the most outrageous example of
unprincipled and oppressive management action.
The case was argued heatedly through the first
three steps of the grievance procedure.

The union claimed that blowing the air from
the bottom instead of from the top was simply an
excuse for rate cutting and was therefore not justi-
fied. Furthermore, the original idea had come
from a worker and not from management, and the
job already had been run with an air hose for some
time.

Management argued that the rubber air hose
never worked properly and had been disconnected

•For full details see my book: William Foote Whyte,
Pattem for Industrial Peace (New York, Harper & Brothers,
'950. PP- 67 ff-

for some time before the metal air hose was put in
the new position. Therefore, this constituted a
major change, which justified a restudy of the job.
Furthermore, management claimed that earnings
on this job (which was run very seldom, anyway)
had increased since the rate change. In the over-
heated situation which then prevailed, no one on
the union side would pay any serious attention to
these management arguments.

It was perfectly clear by the time of the third
step in the grievance procedure (the personnel
manager's decision) that top management would
stand by the new rate. The contract provided that
rate grievances were not subject to arbitration.
The workers took this to mean that management
could cut rates anywhere in the plant at any time,
with no recourse open to the union. The execu-
tives recognized these fears but felt they were un-
justified, since top management was firmly opposed
to rate cutting. The union officers did not antici-
pate any wholesale cutting of rates, but it then
seemed possible that management might take an
inch here and an inch there until the whole rate
structure was in jeopardy.

The fourth step of the grievance procedure called
for a meeting of top management with the inter-
national representative and the grievance commit-
tee of the union. Since the union was reassigning
its international representatives at the time this
grievance was being processed, there was a delay of
more than six months between the third and fourth
steps of the procedure. Within this period, union
and management met together to negotiate a new
agreement. Both sides went in expecting a strike,
and the negotiations teetered on the brink of col-
lapse through eleven tense meetings over a period
of three months. Finally they not only avoided the
strike but worked their way through to establish
the basis of a harmonious adjustment.

Following the signing of the new agreement, the
parties met together to discuss certain common
problems and to clear up a backlog of top-level
grievances. At this point, 22 grievances were dis-
posed of in less than an hour, with adjustments be-
ing made on both sides. Here the air-hose case
which had been such a center of controversy
reached its end in two minutes of discussion. The
management representative simply cited figures to
show that earnings on the job were higher follow-
ing the rate change, and the international repre-
sentative and his committee then immediately
agreed to withdraw the grievance.

What had happened between the third and
fourth steps in the procedure? In that interval
the facts and figures of rate setting had not
changed. But men's emotions are just as "real"
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as facts and figures, and it was the emotions that
had changed decisively.

We can understand this case only if we view
it symbolically. Before the adjustment of rela-
tionships, the air hose had been one of the key
symbols of the conflict For the workers and
tmion leaders the case had symbolized the ha-
tred and distrust they bore toward manage-
ment. It was evidence to them that manage-
ment was unfair and ruthless. ' So long as they
continued to believe that management was un-
fair and ruthless, the case could have no other
meaning to them, no matter what logical argu-
ments were presented to them. But as soon
as relations were reorganized so that tbe hatred
and distrust were beginning to be dissipated,
there was no longer an emotional need to hold
on to that symbol of conflict. It then became
possible to treat the case in terms of facts and
figures, and by that time it was hardly worth
bothering about.

This statement brings us back to the observa-
tion made as long ago as 1913 by one of the
pioneers of scientific management, Frank Gil-
breth:

"It should be stated here emphatically that there
is nothing that can permanently bring about re-
sults from scientific management and the econ-
omies that it is possible to effect by it unless the
organization is supported by the hearty coopera-
tion of the men. Without this there is no scientific
management." *

At that time the incentive engineers schooled
in scientific management were implicitly assum-
ing that the "hearty cooperation of the men"
existed and that the problem was to work out
adequate systems of measuring effort and pro-̂
ductivity. Experience has subsequently demon-
strated the validity of Gilbreth's point, that a
system of economic incentives will work badly
or well according to whether it fits into a situa-
tion of worker-management cooperation or is
injected into an atmosphere of conflict.

This suggests that no mere refinements in
traditional incentive engineering techniques
will cope with the problem of eliciting coopera-
tion. We need first to determine the conditions
under which cooperation can be stimulated be-
fore we can fit our incentive systems to those
conditions.

"Frank Gilbreth, "Units. Methods and Devices of Meas-
arement Under Scientific Management," Journal of Political

Incentives and Organizational Structure. The
harmonious relations upon which effective fi-
nancial incentives depend are determined in
part by the way in which the incentive engi-
neering activities are fitted into the pattern of
human relations within management and be-
tween management and the union. This may
be illustrated by another aspect of labor-man-
agement experience at the Inland Steel Con-
tainer Company's Chicago plant:

During the period of union-management con-
flict in this plant the industrial engineer had been
free to move about the various departments and
make any studies or obser\'ations that interested
him. He set rates on new jobs without the ap-
proval of the departmental foreman and without
any consultation with the union. When the indus-
trial engineer judged that job content had been
sufficiently changed, he made new studies and in-
stituted a revised rate. Under this procedure, the
rate-setting activity was the focus of much of the
union-management conflict.

As the over-all relations between union and man-
agement improved, certain important changes in
the rate-setting activity were introduced. Under
the new procedures the industrial engineer must
have the written permission of the general produc-
tion supervisor before he enters a production de-
partment for the purpose of making any studies or
observations. When he enters the department, he
must first show this authorization to the foreman
and to the union steward and explain to them the
purpose of his visit. Before the new rate or rate
change becomes official, it must have the approval
of the foreman and the general production super-
\isor. The rate is discussed informally with the
steward before it is put into effect. If the steward
feels that the rate is unfair, management has the
opportunity to take this union point of view into
consideration before making a final decision.

The union's approval is not required, but the
management officers recognize that they have much
less trouble with a rate when there is an oppor-
tunity for prior discussion than when the union
can only be heard through the filing of a grievance.
A grievance is, of course, an appeal against a man-
agement decision. Especially in the rate-setting
field, it presents awkward problems for the execu-
ti%e who often faces the dioice of standing by a
rate that workers believe to be unfair or of revers-
ing his industrial engineer and running the risk of
discrediting the whole rate-setting activity. Man-
agement and union people alike believe that these
new procedures on rate setting and revision are

Economy, No. XXI (July 1913), p. 623. (I am indebted to
Georges Friedmann for drawing my attention to this.)
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great improvements. The conflict over rates has
virtually disappeared. Slowdowns to exert pressure
on rates have ceased, and productivity has risen to
record high levels.*

What lesson can we draw from this case? The
particular procedures involved here might not
fit the needs of other situations, but the general
conclusion is clear: only when the rate-setting
activity is effectively integrated into the pattern
of supervision and union-management relations
will workers respond strongly to financial in-
centives.

Financial Incentives and Job Evaluation. We
see another aspect of the integration problem
when we examine factories having both piece-
rate and job-evaluation systems.

In recent years personnel men have been de-
voting untold man-hours of effort to setting up
systems of job evaluation. This has involved
a careful study of all the jobs in a given plant,
an assessing of the degrees of responsibility,
skill, difficulty, and importance of the jobs so
that they may be rated and compared to each
other. Great effort has gone into arranging an
orderly scale of jobs and setting wage rates so
that the jobs that are higher on the scale will
pay the worker more money than those at lower
points.

When the job-evaluation program upsets tra-
ditional relations among jobs, workers and
union officers protest, of course. They may ob-
ject to the methods used by management in job
evaluation, they may object to certain of the
conclusions drawn, and they may express a de-
sire to participate in the evaluation process.
However, all these are objections to the means
and methods used, and not to the general ob-
jective. Workers and union officers would
agree that it is important to have an orderly
arrangement of jobs so that the individual can
place himself in the social system of the plant.
They also believe firmly that the jobs which
are evaluated higher should pay more than the
jobs which are evaluated lower.

It is important to recognize that workers,
union officers, and management are not dealing
here with a technical problem alone. The deci-
sions made regarding the arrangement and
relative values of the various jobs tend to place
the jobs in terms of a prestige scale in the plant.

•William Foote Whyte, op. cit., pp. 136 ff.

We are talking about what the sociologist would
refer to as a status system. All our work in so-
ciology suggests that the status system of an
organization is an exceedingly tough organism.
It is tough in the sense that changes are not
readily introduced into it, and also in the sense
that when changes are introduced, serious re-
percussions may take place.

Passing over for now the many difficulties
that may arise in developing and installing a
job-evaluation program, let us look at our basic
problem in terms of a simplified example:

Let us assume that management has developed
a job-evaluation program involving labor grades
I through X. Each job in the plant has been as-
signed to one of these labor grades, and wage rates
have been set accordingly. Let us assume further-
more that, while there are minor disagreements
regarding certain jobs, on the whole the system
of job evaluation is in accord with the viewpoints
of workers and union officers concerning the pres-
tige or relative value of the jobs.

So far all is smooth sailing, but at this point
management decides to introduce individual and
group incentives on various jobs. According to the
nature of the jobs, there are certain ones to which
economic incentives can readily be applied, where-
as there are others (for example, service and main-
tenance activities) where no measurement of pro-
duction is possible by conventional methods, and
therefore no incentive rates can be set.

Let us look then at Department X where there
are men working on jobs in labor grade V and on
jobs in labor grade VI — and the men are in close
contact with each other. Now suppose the jobs in
grade V are put on incentive, whereas the jobs
in grade VI cannot be. Then suddenly we have a
situation where men on job V are earning more,
and perhaps substantially more, than men on the
jobs in the higher classification.

Or suppose that jobs in both grade V and grade
VI are placed on incentive, but the rate on job V
proves much looser than the rate on job VI. Here
again, the men in the lower classification are earn-
ing substantially more than their fellows at the
higher level.

What happens in such circumstances? I have
noted all of the following reactions in a variety of
situations:

(i) The men in labor grade VI become highly
antagonistic toward management since they feel
that it is not fair for them to receive less pay than
the men who are below them on the job-evaluation
scale and in status. This may also lead to political
conflict within the union in which the grade V and
grade VI men are arrayed against each other.
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(2) Men in labor grade V do not want to be pro-
moted to jobs in grade VI. This may create difficul-
ties for the company in manning the positions in
grade VI.

(3) If men in grade V are dependent upon the
men in grade VI for cooperation in the work proc-
ess, this cooperation is likely to deteriorate. In
some cases, we find the men in grade VI having to
do additional work because of the increased pro-
duction of the incentive workers. If this additional
work is to be done without extra conlpensation,
the men in grade VI raise complaints with the
union and with management.

(4) Where the jobs in grade VI are not on in-
centive, the grade VI workers try to pressure man-
agement into some indirect sharing arrangement
in the increased earnings of the incentive workers.
Where the men in grade VI are on incentive but
have a much tighter rate than the men in grade V,
the grade VI men will do their utmost to pressure
management into loosening their rate. The pres-
sure may take the form of slowdowns or perhaps
even work stoppages.

Are the problems described in this hypothet-
ical case exceptional? On the contrary, in the
plants I have studied they seem to be everyday
problems. Such problems inevitably arise when
an individual or group incentive program is
introduced into a complex industrial plant.
Sophisticated management people leam to ex-
pect some of these difficulties and beyond that
can only hope that the disturbances will be scat-
tered about the plant and that the disaffected
employees will not be in a strategic position to
tie up the entire plant.

We have here, it seems to me, a remarkable
paradox. Management brings to bear all the
knowledge and techniques of modem personnel
management in order to develop a system of
job evaluation. On the other hand, manage-
ment brings to bear all the knowledge and tech-
niques of industrial engineering in order to
develop an incentive program. The two systems
then run head on into each other with all the
attendant confusion and friction I have de-
scribed.

The conflict between incentive rates and job
evaluation seems to reflect, in part, a lack of co-
ordination within the management structure.
Job evaluation is often handled by the person-
nel or industrial relations department, whereas
incentive rates are usually set by an industrial
engineering group that fits into some other de-
partment. Thus we have not only competing

systems but competing management groups ap-
plying the competing systems. The confusion
and conflict arising from this condition are diffi-
cult to exaggerate. Many executives and per-
sonnel men are well aware of these difficulties,
but solutions have been hard to find.

Conclusion
This conclusion takes us back to our starting

point. Systems of financial incentives in indus-
try today probably yield a net gain in produc-
tivity, but most of them fail to release more
than a small fraction of the energy and intelli-
gence workers have to give to their jobs. Even
when the financial incentive yields higher pro-
ductivity, it may also generate such conflicts
within the organization that we must wonder
whether the gains are worth the costs.

What can management do to meet this prob-
lem? Certainly I can offer no neat "packaged"
solution. I can only seek to point out a more
effective way of approaching the problem.

The setting of incentive rates has been tradi-
tionally considered a technical engineering
problem. When difficulties arise, it has been
customary to blame them upon failure to do
the job according to accepted, technical stand-
ards. Now at last perceptive managers, engi-
neers, and personnel men are recognizing that
the problem has important human relations
aspects that cannot be resolved through the en-
forcement of any technical standards. But all
too often the insights and analyses of human
relations come in only to mop up the spilled
milk of the incentive engineering activity. At
this late stage even the most skillful applier of
human relations knowledge will be hard pressed
to make a constructive contribution.

Management should recognize that financial
incentives are both a technical engineering and
a human relations problem. The two aspects
are so intimately intertwined that it is impossi-
ble to separate them in action. Therefore man-
agement should not be satisfied with a planned
engineering program and a catch-as-catch-can
human relations program. These activities
should be planned together and integrated in
action.

Management might also consider the desir-
ability of adopting a more experimental ap-
proach to the incentive problem. American
management has been noted for its daring in-
novations in technology and applied science.
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but in the field of incentives most managements
have been content to refine and polish systems
that were devised many years ago. Variations
are introduced, to be sure, but only a few man-
agements have struck out with experimental
boldness to develop a more effective integration
of financial incentives and human relations.^

Finally, the management that attempts to re-
examine its incentive program and develop a
new approach needs to focus research on worker
reactions to financial incentives. In-plant stud-
ies suggest that the field is full of confusion.
When an incentive system works badly, man-

"For experiments toward developing new types of incen-
tive programs, note particularly the work of Joseph Scanlon
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For a popular
account, see Russell W. Davenport, "Enterprise for Ever>'-
man," Fortune, Vol. XLI, No. i (January 1950), p. 55. The
Scanlon plans should not be accepted as panaceas but should
be considered important experiments deserving careful study.

agement explanations are usually a combina-
tion of half-truths and folklore. Even when a
system works well, the explanations are likely
to be so misleading as to make it impossible
to generalize from one case to the next. If we
are to have generalizable knowledge in this
field, we shall need more searching analysis of
worker reactions to incentive systems.

If financial incentives are to be used in the
future with full effectiveness, management de-
cisions must be based upon research and experi-
mentation designed to devise an integrated pro-
gram of incentives and human relations.

See also my case studies: "Incentive for Productivity:
The Case of the Bundy Tubing Gompany," in Schuyler Dean
Hoslett, Editor, Human Factors in Management (Revised
Edition, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1951), p. 269; and
"Union-Management Gooperation: A Toronto Gase," Ap-
plied Anthropology, Volume 6, Number 3 (Summer 1947),
p. 1.

From: Frank Tannenbaum, A Philosophy of Labor

The Russian economy is relatively simple. If Russia is really to become
an industrial nation, then it will follow, as it has in Great Britain and the
United States, that the vast majority of the people will be drawn into a com-
plex vortex of industrial activities. It will require that higher education be
given to large numbers of its people. It will also require that millions of them
acquire the freedom of making an infinite variety of decisions demanded by
an expanding industry. This means immediate decisions that cannot wait
for political consent and that in the nature of the case must be wrong deci
sions perhaps half of the time.

Without such freedom no modern industrial society can be built, and if
the freedom exists, then state control and police sanctions cannot survive.
The Russian system thus has the seeds of its own destruction embedded in it.
It aspires to a higher material well-being for the mass of its people. It cannot
provide it without becoming a great industrial society, and cannot become a
great industrial society without freedom of private judgment in infinitely
variable instances. If such freedom comes into being, as it must if industry is
to develop, then the freedom will destroy the present police state.

The police state can survive only in a comparatively simple agricultural
society. It will meet its destruction at the hands of a growing industrialism.
The dilemma is clear. Soviet Russia cannot give up the ideal of an expand-
ing standard of living, and it cannot achieve it without committing suicide.

— (New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1951), pp- 197-198.






